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blower G by a belt from the belt-wheel Q on and the lower halfateach end. extends beyondº
the shaft T, the shafts Tand Q being geared

together by cog-wheels R, receiving motion
from some first mover. As the evaporating
apparatus represented in this connection is
similar to the one patented by me on the 26th
of August, 1843, it is not deemed necessary to
give a description ofit in this connection, par
ticularly as it must be obvious that my im
proved methods of heating and clarifying and
cooling and condensing can be combined with
any kind of evaporating apparatus, and Icon
template employing them in connection with
the evaporating apparatus to be hereinafter
specified. Il have therefore simply described
the manner of combining these improvements

With an evaporating apparatus for making

Sugar.
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the headstoform a chamber, Band C, ateach
end, the heads being pierced in the lower half
to receive the tubes D", that connect the two
chambers. These tubes have a slight inclina .
tion downward from the front chamber, B', to
the back one, C, sufficient to permit the flow of
Water produced by the condensation of the va
por that passes through them. , The topis pro
vided with abonnet, E, and within there is a
pipe, F, to take the vapor from the upper part
of the bonnet to the front end, through which
it passes into the hollow support G’infront, to
be conducted to another pan or, boiler. Each
pan or boiler is provided with a discharge
pipe, H’, a5 bottom, governed by a stop-cock,
I’, for the purpose of discharging the contents :
ofeach boiler. When necessary. The series of
pans having been properly charged, Steamfrom
a boiler or the escape-steam of the engine en
ters the first hollow pillar, K, through the pipe
L’, passes through the valve M’into the com
partment N’of the frame-work, which commu
uicates with the front chamber, B'', ofthe first
pan, A. - lit circulates through the tubes, heat- .
ing the saccharine juice in the pan or boiler
outside the tubes, and passes off after commu
nicating the required caloric from the back end
chamber, C, through a pipe, O', which may be
inconnection with the feed-pump of the steam
boiler, to be pumpedbackinto thesteam-boiler,
or otherwise used at discretion. The vapor
arising from the heated juice in the boiler or
pan A’is drawn offfrom the upper part of the
bonnet Eby the pipe F" and conducted to the
compartment G” of the hollow supporting
beam, and passes the valve m' down the pillar
kºto a receiver, P". A portion of the vapor
from this receiver passes through a pipe, Rº, to
heat the last or striking pan, A”, as will be :
hereinafter described, and the remnant passes
up the hollow pillar Kºthrough the valven", to
circulate through the tubes D’of the boiler.A.',
to heat and evaporate the more concentrated
saccharine juice in the pan A”, which, after
being partly evaporated in the first pan, passes
to the second through the pipe e, governed by
a valve, f. The water produced by the con
densation of the steam in passing and heating
these tubes in this second pan is carried off
in like manner as in the preceding, but may :
be used for any desired purpose. From this
second pan, A", the Vaporis drawn off to
heat the third pan, A”, by a like arrange
ment of parts as from the first to the second,
and the vapor from the saccharine juice in

From the foregoing it will be obvious that
the effect of this arrangement is to condense
the Vapor from the vacuum-pans which com
municate with the condenser, so that by the
circuit the saccharine juiceis partly evaporated
and prepared for being introduced in the pans
While it is used as a means of condensing the
Vapor from and keeping up a vacuum in the
vacuum-pans, thus effecting a leading object
of my invention-viz., carrying on the whole
operation Without the necessity ofusing water
for condensation, as water is frequently very
Scarce in many of the best sugar-manufactur
ing regions of the country. The essential fea
tures of this part of my invention may, how
ever,
be used with water, but without waste,
by arranging the apparatus as represented in
Plate 3, Figs. 10 and 11. In this modification
the quantity of Water necessary for carrying
on the condensing Operation is placed in the
vat IF, and from thisit passes through the pipe
N to a common condenser, D’, to form the con
densing-jet in the usual manner of working a
condenser, and from the condenser itis drawn
out and discharged into the hot well. kºbya
common Single -acting air-pump, H, and from
the hot Well the water of condensationis forced
through the pipe Z by a force-pump, K, or by
an air-Vessel into the vessel E, which dis
charges it in spray through the perforated
tubes, to be cooled in its descent to the vat IF
by the current of air from the fan-blower G, as
above described. The water evaporated in the
cooling-room during the descent of the spray
isequal to the Water produced in the condenser
bythe condensation of the vapor from the pans,
so that the first charge of water With which the
apparatus.is started Will continue to work it
for any length of time.
-. . . - | this pan A* passes in the same manner as the
Of the boiling Or evaporating apparatus rep preceding down the hollow pillarto a receiver,
resented in Figs. 12 and 13 of Plate 3, and Figs. S', which communicates by the pipes cºd’with
14, 15, 16, and 17 of Plate 4: The pillars and a condenser, T, of any desired construction.
frame-Work that Support the pans or boilers The Sirup from pan A’ passes to the third
are made hollow to answer the purpose of the through the pipeg, governed by a valve, h/.
pipes for conducting liquids to be evaporated, From the pan A`the concentrated siruppasses
the waste water, and the vapor by which the through the pipe iºto feed the striking-pan
processis to be carried on.
A*, which is heated during the operation of
The evaporating pans orboilers A’A*A*A” the apparatus by a portion of the vapor pro
are all constructed alike. They are cylindrical, du Ced by the evaporation of the saccharine
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juice in the first pan, A.', by means of the pipe
Rº, which connects the hollow pillar K* with
the receiver P"; or it can be heated when the
series of sirup-pans are not in operation, or
when reboiling molasses by steam from the
pipe Q’, which branches offfrom the pillar K
at. L’, and which may be provided with a valve :
to shut off this connection when the Striking

, pan is to be heated by vapor from the first

of the Series of sirup-pansin such manner that ,

either of these connections can be broken at
pleasure.

l
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It will be obvious that this boiling or evapo
rating apparatus can be employed in connec
tion with my improved heater and cooler by
adopting the connections pointed out in the
description of the entire apparatus.
Having thus pointed out the principle or
character of my improvements and the man
ner of constructing and applying the same,
What I claim as my invention, and desire to
secure by Letters Patent, is—
1. The method of heating the saccharine
juice in a heater. preparatory toits introduc
tion in the evaporating-pans, by means of the
Waste hot Water or escape Steam from the evap
orating-pans, substantially as described.
* 2. The method of clarifying saccharine juice
byheatingitin aheater provided with a spout
for the discharge of the impurities in the form
of scum, and a pipe for drawing off the clear
liquid, the said pipe being so arranged as to
receive the liquid from the heater below the
level of the spout which discharges the scum,
and them bending up above the said spout to
cause the liquidin the heatertorise sufficiently
high to discharge the scum, substantially as
described.
3. The method of cooling and partially evap
orating saccharine juice or other liquids by
discharging the same in the form of spray or
drops in a chamber, where it meets with a
current ofair, substantially as described; and
this I also claim in combination with a con-denser, Substantially as herein described,
whereby the liquid intended to be concen
trated is prepared for the evaporating-pans
and used as a means of condensing the vapor
from the pans in which it is to be concen
trated, or by means of which the water used
for the condensingjet is recooled, substan
tially as described.
X
4. The method, substantially as described,
of combining a vacuum striking-pan with a
series of evaporating-pans, the last of which
is independent of the striking-pan, and the
last of the series of evaporating-pans can be
in connection with the condenser and work
independently of each other, that either the
striking-pan or the series of evaporating-pans :

sirup-pan, A'. The vapor from the striking
pan A”is drawn off and condensed by con
necting the hollow pillar X and valve l' with.
the condenser Tºby means of the pipe d’and
receiver X", by means of which arrangement
the last of the series of sirup-pans, as well as
the striking-pan, are connected with the con
denser, and this connection can be broken at
pleasure by closing either of the valves m", in
the hollow pillar X” or l’in pillar X”. The
saccharine juice is supplied to the first pan
through the pipe o', governed by the valve p',
and, after being partly concentrated under the
highest degree oftemperature, it is drawn into
the second pan, A’’, to be evaporated in vacuo
through the pipe e’, governed by the valve f”,
and from thisitis transferred to the third pan,
A”, to be still further concentrated through
the pipeg, governed by the valve hº, and from
this it is delivered through the pipe i', gov
erned by a valve, j', to the filters, in the usual
manner; and from these it is drawn up and
transferred to the striking-pan A* through
the pipè q’, governed by a valve, r', to be re
duced to the striking or crystallizing point.
But if only two sirup-pans should be used in
stead of three, them the sirup can be drawn off
to the filters from the second pan, A”, through
the pipe gº by closing the valve h/and opening
the one h", the third pan and all its connec
tions being closed or dispensed with. Each
of the chambers G" connected with the pansis
provided with a cleansing and discharging
pipe and valve, s'. By this arrangement itwill
be obvious that when the connection between
the hollow pillar K', which conducts steam
from a boiler (or the exhaust-steam from an
engine) to heat the first pan, A, and the
steam-pipe Q’, that leads to the striking-pan
A", the striking-pan will be heated by a por
tion of the vapor of the saccharine juice in the
first pan, A, by means of the connection be
tween the receivers P" and Sº, and that there can be worked without the other, as described.
fore the last of the series of sirup-pans, A”, can
N. RILLIEUX.
be connected with the condenser, and that the Witnesses: .
striking-pan canbe worked independent of the
Sirup-pans in consequence ofits connection
CHS. M. KELLER,
»
with the steam-pipe L’or the first or second
CH. L. FLEISCHMANN, Jr.

